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Abstract

Background: Reviewing the reproductive health indicators (RHIs) provides the possibility of periodic health system performance evaluation to achieve balanced development. This study aimed to determine the trend of ten reproductive health indicators changes during 2002-2011, and examining their relationship with the Human Development Index (HDI).

Methods: In this ecological study the trend of ten reproductive health indicators from five selected provinces of Iran were mapped. Then the relationship of these ten indicators with HDI was investigated using non parametric Spearman's rank correlation coefficient in SPSS v. 20.

Results: There was a statistically significant direct and strong correlation between the percentage of childbirth by a trained person and HDI (r= 0.9, p=0.037).

Conclusion: In our study, it can be expected that the provinces with similar reproductive health indicators, likely have similar HDI.
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Introduction

Evaluating the trend of reproductive health indicators (RHIs) such as infant mortality rate (IMR) or maternal mortality rate (MMR) and their communication and interaction with indicators of development allows health policy makers at regular intervals, be able to obtain correct analysis of health system performance and provide better programs for the management of risk factors (1). Despite the favourable trends in the field of reproductive health indicators in the country, disparities in this area, is still seen in the provinces (2).

Therefore, the possible association of human development with RHIs is of such issues that require further examination. This study aimed to determine the trend of the RHIs in five selected provinces of the country has been done during 2002-2011. In addition, the relationships between each of these indicators with human development index (HDI) were examined.

Methods

Present research is an ecological study that has been designed based on secondary data and available statistics on official sources and using expert's opinion. Five provinces, including Bushehr, Tehran, Sistan-Baluchestan, Kurdestan and Golestan were selected for data collection that consisted of different levels of human development. Information for both RHIs and HDI were gathered from these provinces and used for final analysis.

Age, sex and years of education in the population of selected provinces were considered as demographic variables, along with. The ten main indicator of reproductive health, including population growth, family size, mean marriage age for men and women, total fertility rate
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(TFR), crude birth rate (CBR), infant mortality rate (IMR), maternal mortality rate (MMR), the percentage of safe and healthy place of childbirth and the percentage of childbirth by a trained person, were analysed as independent variables and finally, HDI analysed as the dependent variable.

Secondary data used were obtained from four main sources of: official census results from Iran's National Bureau of Statistics, official reports from National Organization for Civil Registration (NOCR) and the Ministry of Health and Medical Education and scientific researches. All data analysis determined by expert were included in this study.

For demographic variables, age distribution was set on 7 categories and education on 8 categories and then Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) was calculated for both. Finally, to determine the relationship between RHIs and HDI, we used “Harmonic Mean” for adjusting the speed of different growth of indicators in the mentioned years. Then the trends of these variables, during the period of ten years were determined by province separation.

In analysis section, the relationship between RHIs with HDI was measured by non-parametric Spearman correlation coefficient statistical method in software SPSS (SPSS Inc., USA) version 20 (At the level of significance, p<0.05) 16.

Results

The results of this study was based on the data associated with point estimate of 199 province-year from 10 independent variables (RHIs) and one independent variable (HDI) 11 independent and dependent variables during the period of 10 years.

The population growth rate in our study showed the various trend in five provinces. At the end of the study period, this rate in Kurdistan was the lowest (0.73%) whereas in Bushehr was the highest (3.11%).

The family size indices showed a downward trend in each of the five provinces with the lowest average family size reported from Tehran (3.7) and the highest was reported from Sistan-Baluchestan (5).

The trend of the mean marriage age in five provinces for women and men has increased during the study so that during one decade of our study, the average of marriage age in women increased from 20.6 to 23.1 and in men increased from 24.4 to 26.2.

The trend of TFR in four provinces except Sistan-Baluchestan had similar slope and slowly declined. At the end of the study period, five provinces in terms of TFR showed more convergence. At this time, TFR was reported in Sistan-Baluchestan 3 and in Tehran 1.8.

The trend of the crude birth in both Kurdistan and Tehran was decreased while in other increased. At the end of the study period, this index in Tehran was the lowest (14.9) and in Sistan-Baluchestan was the highest (31.7).

The IMR trend in each of five provinces showed a rapid decline. During the study, the average reduction in IMR of five provinces, has reported to less than half so, the average annual index of 5 provinces decreased from 44.78 to 12.36.

The trends of MMR in five provinces have a sinusoidal pattern, with consecutive increases and decreases. During the study, the highest provincial average of this indicator was reported from Sistan-Baluchistan (51.2) and the lowest average from Tehran (14.9).

The trend of two indicators including: the percentage of safe and healthy place of childbirth and the percentage of childbirth by a trained person generally in provinces increased. However, the percentage of these indicators in Sistan-Baluchestan was 1.4 times lower than the average of other provinces. During the study, the lowest provincial average of last indicator was reported from Sistan-Baluchistan (65.3%) and the highest provincial average from Bushehr (97.7%).

Finally, in our study, in the five selected provinces, the trend of the human development index increased uniformly over a decade. In the last year of our study, Tehran (0.839), Bushehr (0.781), Golestan (0.739), Kurdistan (0.695) but Sistan-Baluchestan (0.646), had the range of the highest to lowest HDIs.

Based on the statistical analysis, totally six independent variables IMR, MMR, crude birth, TFR, family size and population growth had inverse correlation with the HDI but other independent variables had direct correlation with the HDI.

The percentage of childbirth by a trained person was the only independent variable that had direct and strong correlation with HDI, and hence statistically significant (r=0.9, p=0.037).

Discussion

Based on our study, the trend of HDI had balanced and gradual increased in provinces. The report of UNDP (3) represents the increasing growth in indicators of development in Iran. Because of joined collection of countries existed with high human development index (HVDI). According to data from the WHO, which is mentioned in Movahedi et al (4) study: the annual decline rate of U5MR in Iran from 1990 until 2005 was 2.5 which are much greater than the corresponding number in countries with MHDI. On the other hand annually, TFR dropped 0.20% while even in HHDI this figure was 0.15%. In fact, the improvement of this indicator was much steeper in Iran than other countries in EMR. In the study of Boutayeb & Sergini (5) on health indicators and human development in the Arab region showed that high-income countries in this region had similar HDIs. Nonetheless, they had high life expectancy, low levels of: lost healthy years, maternal mortality, infant mortality and underweight children. Populations of these countries had good access to education and health. The results of Koohi et al (6), Abolhallaje M (7), Jafari et al (8) and Kiadaliri et al (9) have reported similar results with our study on the trend of the HDI.

In our study, there was a statistically significant relationship between HDI and the percentage of childbirth by a trained person (p=0.037). Arshad Malik and Kayani (10) by comparing the fifth ideal of MDG from 2000 to 2010 reported that the percentage of childbirth by a trained person in Iran was 97%. However, according to Sooori et al (11), the percentage of childbirth by a trained person be-
between 2006 until 2013 in the world was 73%, in the EMRO region 58%, and in Iran 99%. Olyae Manesh et al. (12) in 2009 have reported that the strongest correlation found between the year and the percentage of childbirth by an unmarried person. Lankarani et al. (13) in 2007 showed a significant difference in inequality indices of safe childbirth, with socioeconomic factors.

In our study MMR trends from five provinces were sinusoidal. Olyae Manesh et al. (12) has showed that MMR is reflecting the socio-economic conditions of each community. Similar to our study, Mohammad Nabi et al. (14) and Lankarani et al. (13) referred to the presence of inequality of this indicator in various provinces. According to Soori et al. (11), the MMR in Iran has dropped from 83 to 23 per 100,000 live births in 23 years (1993-2016).

In this study, IMR showed a rapid decline associated with convergence. The report of world population data (15) in 2014 referred to the decline of mentioned index in Iran from 139 to 16 per thousand. A similar decline has been reported by Soori et al. (11). Rezaei et al. (16) demonstrated a significant relationship between annual income and IMR (p=0.005). However, in our study, there was no significant relationship between HDI and IMR (p=0.104).

The trend of TFR during the study period was declining in five provinces. According to Movahedi et al. (4) study in 2005 the estimated TFR in Iran was very close to TFR in HHDI countries (1.95%). Also Olyae Manesh et al. (12) findings was similar to this study showed that the crude birth rate almost remained constant and this trend is likely to continue in the coming years.

A study conducted by Tode Falah and Kazemipour (17), Jafari et al. (8), Gotabi and Ghafari (18) showed the growing trend of delay in marriage age for women. Gotabi and Ghafari (18) also quoted by Colwell noted that marriage patterns in any society, reflecting the cultural context and socio-economic changes in the community.

Similar to our study, results of Lutz (19) and the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran (20) reported that the family size in provinces has relatively reduced (5).

**Limitations**

The researchers were faced with restrictions such as multiple data sources, point estimates report rather than confidence intervals, reporter resource constraints of reproductive health indicators by province separation (11). These limitations were minimized by using scientific methods and electronic resources through search in reliable sources of information. Moreover for the prevention of ecological fallacy, researchers have refused from generalization of the results at the individual level (4).

**Conclusion**

In our study, HDI and RHs showed variations in the different regions and provinces of the country. One would expect the provinces with similar RHs; have similar HDI, and thereby similar development. It is necessary that the subsequent studies be done in all provinces.
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